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abstract
We present an extended analysis of our previous work on the HydroSense technology,
which is a low-cost and easily installed single-point sensor of pressure for automatically
disaggregating water usage activities in the home (Froehlich et al., 2009 [53]). We expand
upon this work by providing a survey of existing and emerging water disaggregation
techniques, a more comprehensive description of the theory of operation behind our
approach, and an expanded analysis section that includes hot versus cold water valve usage
classification and a comparison between two classification approaches: the template-based
matching scheme used in Froehlich et al. (2009) [53] and a new stochastic approach using a
Hidden Markov Model. We show that both are successful in identifying valve- and fixturelevel water events with greater than 90% accuracies. We conclude with a discussion of the
limitations in our experimental methodology and open problems going forward.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction and motivation
Infrastructure-mediated sensing is based on the idea that human activities can be sensed via their manifestations in an
environment’s existing infrastructures. Recent work has examined how a home’s water [1], electrical [2–5], and HVAC [6]
infrastructures can be exploited to sense various human activities in the home such as opening a refrigerator door or walking through a doorway. Because of its practical, low-cost, and unobtrusive nature, infrastructure-mediated sensing offers
significant promise as a general human activity sensing method. A home’s water infrastructure is a particularly rich sensing
space because of its relevancy to core activities of human life (e.g., drinking, bathing, cooking, cleaning, and gardening). As
such, sensing a person’s water usage in the home, like taking a shower or using the kitchen sink, can reveal important information about their activities and well-being. Sensing water usage also has significant implications for water conservation.
Residential water use accounts for 50%–80% of public water supply systems and 26% of total use in the US [7]. Although most
people have relied on the benefits of modern plumbing their entire lives, few actually know how much water they consume
or what activities consume the most water (e.g., showering versus toilet flushing). Providing fixture-level details on water usage to consumers and utilities alike will likely reduce wasteful practices (as eco-feedback has done for energy [8,9])
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Fig. 1. HydroSense can be easily installed by screwing the pressure sensor onto an exterior hose bib, water heater drain valve, or utility sink faucet (in the
same way that one would attach a garden hose). If these installation points are not available, HydroSense can also be installed at the 3/8′′ hose connection
points of toilets, bathroom and kitchen sinks (far right image).

and allow utilities to better evaluate the success of their conservation programs. Some public utilities, for example, offer
customers free low-flow shower heads, but have no means of quantifying how much water and money this saves.
This paper presents HydroSense, a low-cost and easy-to-install solution for sensing water usage from a single installation
point. HydroSense is based on the continuous analysis of pressure within a home’s water infrastructure. When a water
fixture is opened or closed, its valve generates a unique pressure wave that propagates throughout the plumbing system.
HydroSense observes these pressure transients or waveforms and classifies them into fixture usage events (e.g., the upstairs
bathroom toilet was just flushed). HydroSense also provides estimates of the amount of water being used at each fixture
based on the magnitude of the resulting pressure drop within the water infrastructure during water usage events.
HydroSense supports two key application areas of ubiquitous computing: (1) human activity sensing (e.g., aging in
place elder care applications [10,11]) and (2) eco-feedback applications (i.e., applications that present information about
consumption in order to reduce wasteful practices [9]). Both areas require different ways of thinking about water usage and
have different sensing requirements. For assistive care applications, water usage activities serve as a rich proxy for inferring
both a person’s activity (e.g., cooking, using the bathroom) and their location in the home (e.g., kitchen, bathroom). Here,
simply identifying what and where a water usage event occurred is useful. For eco-feedback applications, how much water
is being used and whether that water is hot or cold is also relevant. HydroSense supports both of these application areas by
automatically identifying water usage activity and providing estimates of flow volume and flow rate down to the individual
valve.
HydroSense represents a significant advance over prior research in several regards:
First, HydroSense can be easily installed at any accessible location within a home’s existing water infrastructure. Typical
installations points include an exterior hose bib, utility sink spigot, or water heater drain valve (Fig. 1). The installation point
largely does not affect the performance of HydroSense, with the exception of the hot water heater, which can make cold
water valves difficult to classify in some homes. If these installation points are unavailable or not easily accessed (e.g., in
an apartment unit), HydroSense can also be installed at the water connection point for a dishwasher, clothes washer, toilet,
or sink (Fig. 1, far right). All of these are simple screw-on installation points, with no need for cutting into the pipe nor
professional installation. Previous research in water usage event detection (e.g., [12,13]) required inline installations.
Second, HydroSense’s analysis of pressure provides the unique capability of sensing both the individual fixture at which
water is currently being used as well as an estimate of the amount of water being used. HydroSense is the first practical
approach to enabling applications that require both. The sensing of pressure is also less susceptible to ambient noise, as has
been encountered in previous microphone-based infrastructure-mediated systems (e.g., [1]).
Third, we provide an in-depth analysis of HydroSense in ten diverse homes and compare two different classification
techniques: template matching and a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) approach. Thus, this paper provides a more robust
evaluation than any previous work on water-related home activity sensing. In particular, we demonstrate reliable
segmentation of valve pressure events from the surrounding sensor stream, show reliable classification of valve open and
valve close events, show the successful identification of individual fixtures and individual valves with greater than 90%
aggregate accuracy, and show that an appropriately located and calibrated system can estimate water usage with error
rates comparable to empirical studies of traditional utility-supplied water meters. In addition, we present initial forwardlooking analyses of compound event detection, a comparison of sensing at different locations, and a first look at the long-term
stability of pressure event signatures. Our evaluation both validates the feasibility of our approach and provides a basis for
future analyses and improvements.
The remainder of this paper discusses the theory behind our approach, presents our sensor implementation, and
summarizes our in-home data collections. We then present our analyses of individual fixture identification and water flow
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Fig. 2. A view of the related work in the evolution of water usage measurements. Most studies before 2006 were designed to measure end uses of water
and thus focus on monitoring water at the fixture category level rather than the individual valve or specific fixture.

estimation, followed by a discussion of important directions for future work. First, however, we review the state of the art
in human activity sensing and current work in disaggregated water usage and flow sensing.
2. Related work
There are four high-level areas of work related to HydroSense: (1) sensing and inferring human activity in the home, (2)
sensing water flow, (3) automatically identifying water usage events, and (4) disaggregating between hot and cold water
usage. We address each of these related areas in turn. Fig. 2 provides a summary of the water sensing disaggregation related
work and its evolution over time.
2.1. Sensing human activity in the home
Prior work has demonstrated at least three approaches to the fundamental challenge of sensing human activity in
the physical world: mobile and wearable sensing, distributed direct environmental sensing, and infrastructure-mediated
environmental sensing. Promising mobile and wearable activity sensing methods include accelerometer-based activity
recognition [14,15] and the detection of interaction with tagged objects via a wearable RFID reader [16]. There are many
compelling applications of mobile and wearable methods, but they share a common need for a person to be willing to wear
or carry the necessary device.
Environmental sensing systems take a complementary perspective, instrumenting an environment to detect activity
within it. In the home, distributed direct sensing can be based on computer vision [17], microphones within the living
environment [18], many simple sensors throughout the home (e.g., reed switches on cabinet doors, accelerometer-based
object manipulation sensors, infrared motion and break-beam sensors [19–21]), or a smaller number of targeted direct
sensors (e.g., strain sensors under floorboards at strategic locations [10]). Direct sensing provides valuable insight into
home activities, but comes with practical costs. Installation and maintenance can be cost-prohibitive, direct sensing can
create privacy concerns and a feeling of stigmatization (especially with cameras or microphones), and a littering of sensors
throughout a home can be problematic with children and pets [22,23].
Infrastructure-mediated sensing [1,6,2,5] has therefore evolved to help address many practical obstacles to everyday
deployment of home activity sensing, but is inherently limited by what information can be practically and reliably extracted
from a home’s infrastructure. The limitations of existing approaches are especially salient for water. Fogarty et al. used
microphones pressed against the exterior of a home’s major water pipes (cold water inlet, hot water inlet, waste water exit)
to demonstrate recognition based on patterns of water use (e.g., the series of fill cycles associated with a dishwasher [1]).
However, Fogarty et al. found they could not reliably differentiate among multiple instances of similar fixtures (e.g., multiple
sinks or toilets within a home), could not reliably identify concurrent activities (e.g., a toilet flush while a person is
showering), and did not attempt to estimate the volume of water being used. They also reported difficulties with ambient
noise and audio-based sensors (e.g., an air conditioning unit in close proximity to a sensor placed on a home’s hot water
heater). By addressing these shortcomings, HydroSense significantly advances the state of the art for water-mediated home
activity sensing.
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2.2. Sensing water flow
There are two basic approaches for measuring water flow: inline direct flow measurement and non-intrusive flow
estimation. Inline systems typically use either positive displacement or velocity measurements to calculate flow. Positive
displacement relies on water to physically displace the measuring element (e.g., an oscillating piston or rotating disc) in
proportion to water flow volume. Most residential meters use positive displacement because it is generally accurate at the
low to moderate flow rates found in the residential sector [24].
Meters that do not require physical contact with water flow are called non-intrusive. These methods are attractive
because they do not require pipe modification for installation, which can be costly and requires the expertise of a plumber.
Non-intrusive flow estimation techniques use either active or passive sensing approaches. Many active sensing systems
use a non-intrusive actuation probe that is distorted by water flow and perceived by an awaiting sensor. For example,
Ultrasonic Doppler Velocimetry (UDV) uses the sound transit time and Doppler shift from pulsating ultrasonic waves
emitted into the fluid flow to determine velocity [25]. Similar methods have been developed using lasers (e.g., Laser Doppler
Velocimetry [26]). A more recent technique, called Particle Image Velocimetry, uses computer vision to record the position
of tracer particles injected into the stream over time [27]. Although each of these techniques are often extremely accurate
and can be used to measure flow of dangerous liquids (e.g., hot metallic melts), they are intended for industrial applications
(e.g., manufacturing plants or large-scale irrigation systems) and thus are prohibitively expensive for typical residential
users (with units ranging from $2000 to 8000).
Lower-cost non-intrusive techniques have been proposed and investigated that use passive sensing. Evans et al. showed
in a laboratory environment that accelerometers mounted on the exterior of water pipes have a strong deterministic
relationship to water flow rate [28], but this is highly sensitive to pipe diameter, material, and configuration. Kim et al.
demonstrated the use of an aggregate water flow meter together with a network of accelerometers on pipes to infer flow
rates throughout a home [29]. Both of these approaches require placement of multiple sensors along water pipe pathways
that are uniquely associated with each fixture of interest (i.e., they are distributed direct sensing methods).
The next generation of resource measurement systems (often referred to as ‘‘smart meters’’) will soon provide real-time
(or near real-time) data on electricity, gas, and water usage in homes and businesses. It is unclear, however, if this data will
be open or closed (i.e., proprietary) and what temporal resolution will be available (most smart meters advertise fifteen
minute interval data). For those water meters not yet upgraded to their smart meter counterparts, a popular and low-cost
non-intrusive retrofit has emerged using magnetic sensors. Most residential meters use magnetic coupling to transfer data
between the rotating disc, which spins proportional to flow rate, and the counter unit, which converts this spin rate to flow.
Magnetic sensors, such as a hall effect sensor, can be placed at the top or bottom of a residential water meter to sense this
spinning magnetic field and convert the spin rate to flow (e.g., see [30,31]). AquaCraft [32] has used this approach since 1996
to digitize traditional inline water meters and perform flow-trace analysis, a technique used to automatically identify water
usage events.
2.3. Identifying water usage events
The goal of automatically identifying water usage events in the home has been pursued by utilities and water resource
management scientists to better understand residential end uses of water. Only recently, with advances in technology and
reductions in cost, has the ability to measure water at the fixture level from a single installation point been possible. In 1992,
Dziegielewski, et al. [33] proposed what is now the standard water usage event identification technique called flow-trace
analysis. Flow-trace analysis works by analyzing the aggregate flow-trace patterns off of an inline water meter to determine
the source of the water usage event. Flow-trace analysis relies on the fact that most residential water uses exhibit highly
consistent behavior over time (i.e., a specific toilet will flush with the same volume and flow; similarly a specific dishwasher
will exhibit the same series of flow patterns each time it is run [31]).
Flow-trace analysis has since been used in a number of government- and utility-sponsored studies of residential end
uses of water [34,12,13,35,36] (see also Fig. 2). The most popular of which is a large study conducted by the American Water
Works Association Research Foundation (AWWARF), which used AquaCraft’s flow-trace analysis toolkit called Trace Wizard
to study residential end uses of water in 1188 households across 12 study sites in America and Canada [31]. The water data
was collected using the aforementioned magnetic sensing retrofit solution. The data collection took place in the winter and
the summer months from 1996 to 1998 and resulted in 1.9 million water usage events. A total of four weeks of water data
per home was collected in separate two-week intervals. This study provided the canonical dataset upon which most US
government statistics of residential end uses of water are based [7]. That said, as far as we are aware, the accuracy of flowtrace analysis has not been comprehensively studied. In the AWWARF study, the authors speculate that their system is 90%
accurate in correctly identifying water usage events (p. 47 in [31]); however, they were not able to offer concrete accuracy
statistics as they did not collect ground truth data. In addition, although flow-trace analysis is capable of classifying at the
fixture category level, it cannot be used to determine the specific fixture or valve that was used (i.e., it can sense that a toilet
was flushed, but not which toilet was flushed). In contrast, HydroSense can identify water usage events at the valve level.
Finally, in its current form, flow-trace analysis is not completely automated. Usage of AquaCraft’s Trace Wizard, for
example, is a multi-step, iterative process. The program uses the following set of statistics to help classify water usage
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events: start time, stop time, duration, volume (gallons1 ), peak flow rate in gallons per minute (gpm2 ), the most common
flow rate (gpm), and how often this most common flow rate occurs during the duration of the event. Events are classified
according to their similarity with a pre-defined set of manually entered and tuned per-home parameters. For example, a
toilet may be defined as using between 3.25 and 3.75 gallons per flush, the peak refill flow rate as between 4.2 and 4.6
gpm, the duration of the flush event between 30 and 50 s, and the mode flow rate between 4 and 4.5 gpm [31]. AquaCraft
estimates that it takes their trained analysts approximately one hour per week of data from a home to complete a flow-trace
analysis; less time after the parameter file has been properly tuned [31].
2.4. Disambiguating hot water versus cold water usage
The lack of precise measurements about the quantities of hot water used in residences has been an obstacle in the design
of hot water systems (e.g., how much hot water do homes require at peak use? [37,38]) and in the analysis of conservation
programs (e.g., how much hot water does a low-flow shower head save? [33]). Hot water usage also highlights the strong
interconnection between energy and water conservation efforts in the home. According to the US Department of Energy, hot
water heating is the fourth most energy consuming activity in the home behind air conditioning, refrigeration, and space
heating [39]; however, what hot water usage activities contribute to this consumption are much less understood [40].
The measurement and analysis of domestic hot water consumption is typically accomplished using one of two methods:
a temperature-based inference method or a flow-trace analysis method (where the inline meters are installed at the hot
water heater intake line [41]). In 1985, Weihl and Kempton conducted the first quantitative study of hot water usage
using automatic means [42]. They installed an inline flow meter and a temperature probe at the hot water tank as well
as temperature probes at the hot water pipes leading to each fixture. Flow rate and temperature were recorded to a
computerized data logger once per minute. From this data, the authors were able to deduce which fixtures were using
water, how much hot water was being used, and also calculate pipe heat loss. Ladd and Harrison used a similar distributed
sensing approach; instead of temperature probes, however, they used power consumption monitors on the dishwasher and
clothes washer, an inline flow meter installed at the clothes washer, and an inline flow meter at the hot water tank [43].
Lowenstein and Hiller [13] simplified the above approaches by eliminating the need for multiple sensors. They collected
flow-trace data at 15 s intervals at an inline meter installed at the hot water tank feed line. The volume of flow and the
average flow rate for each hot water draw were used to classify the hot water usage events into their end use-category,
a technique they referred to as ‘‘bin analysis’’, but is simply a reduced form of flow-trace analysis with fewer parameters
(e.g., without time of day, event duration). Although this technique was used successfully in a year-long study of seventeen
sites (and repeated by DeOreo in a study of 14 Seattle homes [37]), it was noted by the authors in a follow-up paper [44]
to have two major limitations: (1) they were not able to discriminate between end uses when multiple hot water activities
occurred at the same time and (2) hot water draws for different end uses can have the same flow rate and total flow volume,
making it difficult to unambiguously associate specific end uses. Thus, in their follow-up study, they attached thermocouples
1–3 inches3 downstream from where the hot water line branched, up to three thermocouples per home (depending on its
plumbing layout) to mitigate these limitations.
HydroSense presents a unique opportunity for discriminating between hot and cold water usage because it is much easier
to install than the above approaches. Pressure waves are shaped not just by the valve type but also by their propagation
pathway through the pipe system, allowing HydroSense to disambiguate hot water events from cold water events (even
though the hot and cold water valves are right next to each other at a faucet, their pipe pathway through the home is quite
different).
3. Background and theory of operation
In this section, we provide background on residential water supply systems and in-home plumbing. We also introduce
the basic theory of operation that motivates our approach.
Households obtain water from one of two sources: a public water supply or a private well. Public water is distributed
by local utilities, relying on gravity and pumping stations to push water through major distribution pipes. Residences
are connected to a water main by a smaller service line, where the water meter is typically found. A backflow valve
accompanying the water meter prevents household water from flowing back into the main. Homes with private wells use
a pump to draw the water out of the ground and into a small tank within the home. A pressure bladder pushes water from
the tank when a valve in the home is opened. Private wells are typically unmetered.
Fig. 3 depicts a typical in-home plumbing system. Cold water enters through the service line, typically at 50–100 pounds
per square inch (psi4 ) depending on such factors as the elevation and proximity to a reservoir or pumping station. Many
homes have a pressure regulator that protects the home from transients (or pressure spikes) from the main and also reduces
the incoming water pressure to a level safe for household fixtures.
1 1 US gallon ≈ 3.785 L.
2 1 gpm ≈ 0.063 L/s.
3 1 inch ≈ 2.54 cm.
4 1 psi ≈ 68.95 mbar.
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Fig. 3. An illustrative schematic of a basic plumbing layout in a two-bathroom home. HydroSense can be easily installed at any accessible location in
a home’s water infrastructure, with typical installations at an exterior hose bib (shown above), a utility sink spigot, or a water heater drain valve. By
continuously sensing water pressure at this single installation point, HydroSense can both identify individual fixtures at which water is being used as well
as estimate the amount of water being used.

After the regulator, there are two basic layouts found in typical residential piping, series plumbed and branched. Almost
all multi-fixture homes have a combination. The cold water supply branches to the individual water fixtures (e.g., toilets,
sinks, and showers) and into the water heater. A traditional water heater heats water in an insulated tank using electric coils
or gas. When hot water is used, the pressure from the cold water supply line pushes hot water out of the tank and refills it
with cold water. The cold water feed line stretches down to the bottom of the tank. Cold water remains at the bottom until
it is heated (as cold water is denser than hot water) and the hot water line draws from the top of the tank. Every hot water
tank has a pressure relief valve and a drain valve, which is important for maintenance as water heaters should be drained
at least once a year to flush mineral deposits and increase operating efficiency. Many homes also have a thermal expansion
tank connected to the water heater, providing space to store excess water as it expands during heating. Some homes instead
use tankless heaters, which provide hot water on demand by circulating it through burners or electric coils. Both approaches
connect cold and hot pipes of a home’s plumbing system. The pressure waves leveraged in our approach travel through this
connection, enabling the HydroSense unit to detect both hot and cold water activity with a single sensor.
In summary, the plumbing system forms a closed loop pressure system, with water held at a stable pressure throughout
the piping when no water is flowing. Homes with a pressure regulator have stable pressure unless the supply pressure drops
below the regulator’s set point. Homes without a regulator may experience occasional minor changes in water pressure
depending on neighborhood water demand.
For explanatory purposes, it is useful to draw an analogy between a household water pipe network and its electrical
equivalent (Fig. 4). Water pressure is analogous to voltage, water flow to electrical current, and water valves to electrical
switches with variable resistance. For example, water pressure regulated down to a constant 45 psi is analogous to a 45 V DC
voltage supply. Just as water flow occurs in the direction of higher pressure to a lower pressure, so does current flow from a
higher voltage to a lower voltage: the greater the difference, the greater the flow. When an electrical switch is thrown, the
value of the resistance controls the amount of current that escapes to ground (i.e., the same way that the size and amount
that a valve is open controls the amount of water flow to a drain). In a simplified form, a water pipe is analogous to an
electrical transmission line with an inductor and a capacitor (Fig. 4, far right). In this way, the network of water pipes in a
home can be modeled as a collection of electrical transmission lines (i.e., a linear system with a transfer function given by
the interconnection and length of pipes). Although we continue to use some electrical analogies throughout the paper, they
serve only as an additional supplement to our explanations and are not necessary to fully understand the principles upon
which HydroSense operates.
3.1. Identifying water fixtures
The instant a valve is opened or closed in a water fixture, a pressure change occurs and a pressure wave is generated in
the plumbing system (Fig. 5). Transient pressure wave phenomenon results from the rapid change of water velocity in a
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Fig. 4. The transmission line equivalent network for a common bathroom fixture configuration. Only cold water is shown. In this analogy, pressure is
analogous to voltage, water flow to electrical current, and the water valve and water pipe as shown.

pipeline. For example, when a running faucet is turned off, the valve closure abruptly stops the water flow. Flowing water
in a pipe, however, has momentum and is compressible. So, rather than stopping outright, the momentum compresses a
finite volume of water against the closed valve, which results in a buildup of pressure at the valve head. Once this buildup
reaches a critical point, the pressure at the valve head starts to decompress and the water flow is reversed until it reaches
the backflow prevention valve of the house, where the cycle repeats. In the electrical analogy, this is analogous to the cyclic
oscillation of charge and flow between inductors and capacitors in transmission lines.
The water pressure wave phenomenon is often referred to as a surge or water hammer and can create a loud hammering
noise as the wave travels through pipes. The magnitude of the surge is dependent upon the operating pressure of the
home and the flow of water through the valve. The water hammer transient can have a positive or negative rate of change
depending on whether a valve is being opened or closed. Appliances such as dishwashers or clothes washers control their
valves mechanically and thus often create the most pronounced water hammer. An abrupt change in flow can create
dangerously high pressure transients that exceed safe operating limits for residential pipes. A thermal expansion tank and
water hammer arresters offer partial dampening of these transients. Without arrestors, the flow decreases so quickly that the
resulting pressure wave can burst the pipe (like the arc voltage produced by opening a switch near an inductor). However,
most valve openings/closings manifest as a water hammer transients that are harmless but can be detected by a pressure
sensor installed on the plumbing system. Water hammer typically lasts several seconds as the pressure wave oscillates back
and forth through the pipes. We can detect this water hammer effect anywhere along the plumbing infrastructure (even
with dampeners installed), thus enabling the single-point sensing approach.
The unique transient or water hammer signature that we sense for a particular fixture depends on three factors: the valve
type, the valve’s location in the home pipe network, and, to a lesser extent, the way in which the valve is opened or closed.
Intuitively, you can think of each valve exciting the plumbing system differently along different points in its infrastructure,
much like blowing a harmonica at different points produces different sounds. The physical reasons why these factors produce
a unique transient, on the other hand, is best explained using the electrical analogy. The valve type controls the resistance of
the analogous electrical switch. When the switch is closed, a low resistance path to ground is created suddenly generating an
impulse which excites the network. Valves with lower resistances allow more water flow and create impulses with greater
magnitude. The valve location changes where the impulse is applied. When the same impulse is applied in a different location,
the path back to the sensor goes through a different set of transmission lines, altering the transfer function from the valve to
the sensor and, thus, changing the shape of the transient. Moreover, each transmission line has a unique resonance that is
excited by the impulse. For example, in Fig. 5 it is easy to see two resonant frequencies in each transient, the lower frequency
resonance results from a long length of pipe (which excites a larger wavelength) and the high frequency resonance from
a shorter pipe length. This point provides great discriminative power allowing us to distinguish between two fixtures of
the exact same model such as the same model toilet located in two different bathrooms of a home because each pressure
wave traverses a different path before reaching the sensor. We have even observed that the pressure transient generated
between two cold sink valves located in the same bathroom (such as those found in a ‘‘his and her’’ bathroom sink setup)
have unique transients even though there is only a small additional length of pipe between them. As this additional length
of pipe becomes smaller, the transients begin to look more alike.
Finally, for manually operated valves, the way the valve is operated can affect the impulse applied to the system in
two ways: the speed at which the valve is opened affects the slope of the excitatory impulse and the flow rate the valve
opens to affects the magnitude of the impulse. As the speed of the valve opening becomes slower, the input excitation is
not modeled well by an impulse, and instead is better modeled by a ramp function. In practice, slowly opened valves are
rare occurrences, but opening a valve to different flow rates is quite common (e.g., opening a bathroom sink cold valve full
stop to fill a cleaning bucket versus opening the cold valve partially to wet a toothbrush). As the magnitude of the impulse
becomes smaller, the amplitude of the resonances excited in each transmission line also becomes smaller, but the resonant
frequency does not change. The relationship between impulse magnitude and resonance amplitude is non-linear and system
dependent. Transmission lines close to the switch are affected less than lines farther away. The algorithm outlined in this
paper does not address this issue directly, but we return to this phenomenon in the discussion section.
Changes in pressure and the rate of transient onset allow us to accurately detect and identify the source of valve open and
valve close events. They also allow us to estimate flow. This stems directly from our electrical analogy, where knowing the
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Fig. 5. Actual pressure measurements generated when a kitchen faucet is turned on and turned off, as observed by a single sensor at an exterior water
bib. Our previous fixture identification work is based on segmenting the event (indicated by the highlight) and then classifying it according to its shape.

resistance and the change in voltage (i.e., pressure) allows one to determine the current (i.e., flow). Unlike current, however,
water flow comes in two forms: laminar and turbulent, which affects the relationship between pressure and flow.
Laminar flow is characterized by the movement of fluid particles parallel to each other, with no transverse movement or
mixing. In contrast, turbulent flow is characterized by vigorous intermixing within the flow field resulting in small, random
fluctuations in flow. Physically, the two flow states are linked in that any laminar flow can become turbulent with a change
in fluid velocity—think of the water flowing out of a typical bathroom faucet: when the faucet is opened partway, water
flows in a clear, solid-looking stream and does not splash; however, when the faucet is opened all the way, the water flow
turns more opaque, bubbly and chaotic.
The conditions under which liquids transition from laminar to turbulent flow are characterized by a dimensionless value
known as the Reynolds number [45], which is dependent on the kinematic viscosity ν of the fluid, the volumetric flow rate
of the fluid in a pipe Q , and the radius of the pipe r:
Re = Q

2r

υ

.

It is generally accepted that a Reynolds number less than 2300 results in laminar flow and greater than 4000 result in
turbulent flow. In between there is transition between both [45]. Using the most common flow rates for residential water
fixtures, it is possible to calculate the Reynolds numbers for a typical home. The Reynolds numbers for water flow in a
typical home are in the range of 1000–50,000 for 3/8′′ diameter pipe segments and in the range of 400–22,000 inside the 1′′
diameter supply lines—which means fluid flow in a home can be laminar, turbulent, or a mix of both. We will address the
laminar flow condition first, showing that the relationship between pressure drop and flow is linear. We then show that the
non-linearity induced by turbulent flow can be sufficiently modeled as linear, with minimal loss of accuracy.
3.1.1. Laminar flow
When laminar, water flow is directly proportional to the pressure drop sensed at the HydroSense sensor. Poiseuille’s Law
offers a precise definition of this relationship: when the flow through a pipe is laminar, the volumetric flow rate of fluid in
a pipe Q is dependent on the radius of the pipe r, the length of the pipe L, the viscosity of the fluid µ and the pressure drop
∆P from the start and end of the pipe length:
Q =

∆P π r 4
.
8 µL

Note how increasing pipe length reduces flow (by creating more resistance) and increasing the pipe radius pipe increases
flow. Pipe length has a linear relationship with flow; if you double the pipe length, the flow is halved. If, instead, you halve
the pipe diameter, flow is reduced by a factor of sixteen. Poiseuille’s law can be simplified by the fluid resistance formulation,
which states that the resistance of flow is proportional to the drop in pressure divided by the volumetric flow rate.
Rf =

∆P

≡

8µL

.

Q
πr4
Thus, we can use fluid resistance to abstract some of the variable complexity from Poiseuille’s law, resulting in:
Q =

∆P
Rf

.

This is analogous to Ohm’s law (I = V /R). HydroSense measures the change in pressure ∆P from the pressure regulator to
the sensor. In order to compute Q , we must estimate the remaining unknown Rf . Rf is bounded by two factors: (1) water
viscosity, which can easily be calculated according to temperature and (2) the radius of residential pipes, which are either
1/4′′ or 3/8′′ in diameter (1′′ for supply lines in an apartment). This leaves L, the length of the pipe, as the main unknown. L
will change depending on the water fixture being used, as each path from intake to fixture is different.
3.1.2. Turbulent flow
When the flow of water through the pipes is turbulent instead of laminar, Poiseuille’s law does not directly apply.
Turbulent flow results in a non-linear relationship between pressure and flow. Instead of pressure being proportional to
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Fig. 6. The pressure versus flow in a 1′′ diameter pipe of length 6.5′ using the Blasius formula (blue) and the linearization of the equation (black) around
the point of most common fixture usage. Also displayed are the most common fixture flow rates. The (*) denotes a fixture built before the 1992 Energy
Policy Act, requiring US manufactured fixtures to use less water. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

flow, the relationship becomes such that P is proportional to Q 1.75 . The mixing induced in turbulent flow dissipates the
force from the head pressure, requiring that more pressure be exerted to sustain the same flow of water. The relationship
between pressure and mean flow can be determined empirically, and is given by

∆P = Q 2

Lρ 0.3164
4r

√
4

Re

where ρ is the density of the liquid. This is known as the Blasius formula [46] and is valid for liquid flow with Reynolds
numbers less than 100,000. The pressure and flow relationship given by the Blasius formula is plotted in Fig. 6 (blue). Also
shown is the typical operating range for flow in a household and the best fit linearization (black) of the Blasius formula in the
most common operating range (top left inset). If we assume laminar flow, the slope of the black line is proportional to the
estimated Rf from Poiseuille’s law. The actual Rf is proportional to the instantaneous slope of the blue line. The worst case
approximation error of Rf is 70% at a flow rate of 10 gpm. However, this only results in an error in ∆P of 0.11 psi. Because
the pressure drop, ∆P, at the HydroSense unit is the sum of the pressure drop at the valve (on the order of 5–20 psi) and the
pressure drop along the pipes (in this example, below 0.11 psi), the resulting error in Q is between 0.5%–2.2%. Of course, as
the pipe length increases, this error increases. Even still, with a pipe length of 50 ft, the error is still less than 10%. Thus, the
linear model can be applied with minimal loss of accuracy even when the water flow through the household is turbulent.
3.1.3. Characterizations
We note that these equations are not comprehensive. They do not account for the smoothness of the inner pipe surface,
the number of bends, valves, or constrictions in pipes, nor pipe orientation (e.g., the forces of gravity and changes in
barometric pressure). While many of these factors can be estimated using home size, type of plumbing (PVC, copper, etc.),
and number of fixtures, we have found these effects can be treated as negligible for home pipe networks. We simply estimate
Rf for each home by sampling flow rate at strategic locations (varying distances from the supply inlet).
4. Prototype sensor design
Our prototype HydroSense sensor implementation consists of a customized stainless steel pressure sensor, an analog-todigital converter (ADC) and microcontroller, and a Bluetooth wireless radio (see Fig. 7). We built two different HydroSense
prototypes: one with a pressure range of 0–50 psi and the other 0–100 psi. The higher dynamic range is useful for homes
with high supply pressure or without a pressure regulator. The pressure sensor is a P1600 series manufactured by Pace
ScientificTM . It comes standard with a built-in 1/4′′ NPT male connector, which we fitted with a 3/4′′ brass adaptor and
Teflon tape. This allows us to easily install our sensor at any ordinary water spigot or outlet. The sensor has an operating
temperature of −40 to 257 °F and a pressure response time of less than 0.5 ms. The theoretical maximum sampling rate is
therefore 2 kHz, but we found 1 kHz more than sufficient.
The pressure sensor’s output is ratiometric to the 5 VDC supply voltage (the output voltage is a ratio of the supply). The
sensor is connected to a 16-bit Texas Instruments ADS8344 ADC and AVR microcontroller, with a resolution of approximately
0.001 psi for the 50 psi sensor and 0.002 psi for the 100 psi sensor. The microcontroller is connected to a Class 1 Bluetooth
radio implementing the serial port profile. It can reliably sample and stream pressure data over the Bluetooth channel. We
use a 5 V low-drop power regulator and the entire unit operates on a single 9 V battery.
The pressure sensor has a mechanical shock rating of over 100 g, making it insensitive to pipe vibration occasionally
caused by some water hammer events. Although the pressure sensor comes calibrated and tested for linearity from
the factory, we confirmed the output of our entire sensor system using known pressure loads. Ten samples were taken
with our sensor connected to a pressure-regulated water compressor. All measurements were well within the pressure
sensor’s tolerance of 0.25% at 25 °C. The entire unit is weatherproof and can be installed in damp locations. Our current
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Fig. 7. Our prototype sensor implementation. The sensor twists on to a fixture and communicates wirelessly.

Fig. 8. A summary of the homes in which we collected data, including the style, size (1 sqft ≈ .093 sqm), age of the home, how many fixtures we tested,
characteristics of the plumbing system, and where we installed our sensor.

implementation does not offer a pass-through solution (i.e., allowing the installation fixture to be used as normal), but this
modification is trivial.
5. In-home data collection
In order to validate our general approach, our sensor implementation, and our algorithms, we collected labeled data in
four cities using ten homes of varying, style, age, and diversity of plumbing systems (see Fig. 8). Homes H1–H9 used metered
water from the public utility, whereas home H10 used a private well.
For each home, we first measured the baseline static water pressure and then installed the appropriate HydroSense unit
(0–50 or 0–100 psi) on an available water hose bib, utility sink faucet, or water heater drain valve. Each collection session was
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conducted by a pair of researchers: one would record the sensed pressure signatures to a laptop while the other activated the
home’s water valves. The pressure signatures were recorded using a graphical logging tool, which also provided real-time
feedback of the pressure data via a scrolling time-series line graph. We conducted five trials per valve on each fixture (e.g.,
five trials for hot water and five trials for cold water). For each trial, a valve was opened completely for at least five seconds
and then closed. For the toilet trials, the toilet flush and full fill cycle were logged. Note that for the faucet experiments, we
did not collect data on partially opened valves nor the speed with which they were opened. We return to this issue in the
discussion section.
In four of the ten houses (H1, H4, H5, and H7), we also collected flow rate information for the faucet (kitchen and
bathroom) and shower fixtures. In addition to logging sensed pressure, we measured the amount of time it took to fill a
calibrated bucket to one gallon (a method preferred by water utilities for accurately measuring flow). This was repeated for
five trials for each valve. This in-home data collection yielded a total of 775 fixture trials and 155 flow rate trials across 76
valves and 51 fixtures.
6. Analysis of valve- and fixture-level event identification
Given our collected data, we now pursue a three-step approach to examine the feasibility of identifying individual fixture
and individual valve events according to the unique transient pressure waves that propagate to our sensor. Recall that each
valve event corresponds to a pressure wave when a valve is either opened or closed. We first segment each individual valve
event from the stream, identifying its beginning and end to enable further analysis. We then classify each valve event as
either a valve open or a valve close event. Finally, we classify the valve event at two levels of granularity: (1) according to
the individual fixture that generated it (e.g., bathroom sink versus kitchen sink) and (2) according to the individual valve that
generated it (e.g., kitchen sink cold water versus kitchen sink hot water). We compare two different classification protocols:
the first based on matched filtering, and the second based on a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). For classification, we explicitly
consider only events that occur in isolation, deferring our discussion and analysis of compound events until a later section.
6.1. Valve event segmentation
Before analyzing the characteristics of a valve event, we first segment it (i.e., isolate it) from the surrounding sensor
stream. Segmentation must be effective for many different types of events, and so it is important to consider only features
that are likely to be most typical of all valve events. Our approach is illustrated in Fig. 9 (and in Fig. 5). The raw signal is
smoothed using two low-pass linear phase finite impulse response filters with different cutoff frequencies (1 and 13 Hz,
black and blue lines in Fig. 9, respectively). Almost all the spectral energy is below 10 Hz. Thus the 13 Hz filter captures a
de-noised version of the transient. Below 1 Hz the relative decrease or increase in pressure is more apparent which aids in
classifying the transient as a valve open or valve close event. The derivative of the filter is also calculated using a windowed
ideal differentiator filter with a cutoff of 2 Hz (i.e., the optimal differentiator in terms of squared error). The smoothed signal
and its derivative are then analyzed in a sliding window of 1000 samples (one second of sensed pressure).
The beginning of a valve event corresponds to one of two conditions. The most common is when the derivative of the
smoothed signal exceeds a specified threshold relative to static pressure, indicating a rapid change. For H1 (static pressure of
45 psi), this value was found empirically to be approximately 2 psi/s. For generalizing to other homes, this value was scaled
by the home’s actual static pressure. The less common second condition is when the difference between the maximum
and minimum pressure values in the sliding window exceeds a threshold relative to static pressure, indicating a slow but
substantial change (approximately 1 psi for a home with 45 psi static pressure, scaled by the actual static pressure).
Each transient represents a damped sinusoid. After the beginning of a valve event is detected, the next change in the sign
of the derivative represents the time at which the extreme value of the pressure transient occurs (which may be a maximum
or a minimum). This extreme value is used to assist in the calculation of the end of the transient. The end of a segmented
valve event is typically detected as the first point at which an extreme of a fluctuation (a change in the sign of the derivative,
dP /dt) is less than 5% of the magnitude of the first extreme following the beginning of the event. It is also possible for an
event to be ended by a rapid increase in the magnitude of fluctuation. This corresponds to the occurrence of a compound
event, as we will discuss in greater detail in a later section.
Applying this method to our collected in-home data yielded appropriate segmentations of 100% of our valve events from
their surrounding sensor stream. Additionally, this method was effective at finding leaky flapper valves in toilets. After our
initial data collection, we noticed that this method segmented multiple valve closings when a particular toilet in H2 was
flushed. Further inspection revealed that the flapper valve of the toilet was loose, resulting in two concurrent valve closings.
6.2. Classifying valve open and valve close events
After segmenting each valve event, we classify it as either a valve open or a valve close event. We apply a classifier that
first considers the difference in the 1 Hz smoothed pressure at the beginning and the end of the segmented event. If the
magnitude of this difference exceeds a threshold (approximately 2 psi for a home with 45 psi static pressure, scaled by
the actual static pressure), the event can be immediately classified (a pressure decrease corresponds to a valve open and a
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Fig. 9. Several actual sensor pressure streams from our in-home data collections. Each stream corresponds to a water valve being opened, remaining open
for some amount of time, and then closed. Both raw pressure (shaded lines) and filtered pressure (black) are shown. We separately segment the valve
open and valve close events from the sensor stream, as indicated by the highlighted regions of the streams. We estimate water flow to the valve based
on the stabilized pressure drop while the valve remains open (the difference in pressure before the valve opens versus after it). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

pressure increase to a valve close). Otherwise, the event is classified according to the average value of the derivative between
its beginning and its first extreme. A valve open creates an initial pressure decrease (a negative average derivative), while
valve close events create an initial pressure increase (a positive average derivative). Figs. 5 and 9 illustrate this observation.
Applying this method to the segmented valve events from our collected in-home data yields 100% correct classification of
valve open and valve close events. We note that this method and our event segmentation method described above require
only knowledge of the static pressure in the home, which can be easily and automatically derived. HydroSense can thus
be used immediately and without supervision to detect fixture openings and closings in a home. Fixture- and valve-level
classification, however, require a supervised calibration process.
6.3. Fixture-level and valve-level classification
The final step in our three-step approach is to identify the valve and fixture source of the segmented open and close
events. We compare two different approaches to this problem: template matching and an HMM. Before going into our
analysis in detail, it is worth discussing the ways in which water is used in the home that can impact classification. First, note
that valves can be divided into two groups: automatically (or electro-mechanically) controlled valves such as those found in
dishwashers, laundry machines, and ice makers, and manually controlled (or human operated) valves such as those found
in kitchen sink faucets, bathroom sink faucets, showers, and tubs. Toilets are a hybrid between manually and mechanically
controlled valves. Manually operated valves can produce slightly different transients depending on the speed and flow rate
at which they are operated, while mechanical valves produce a more distinct transient at a single flow rate. Our database
of events contains both mechanically and manually operated fixtures, but our data collection did not explicitly control for
different usages of hand operated valves. We address this limitation further in the discussion section.
Our first classification approach, template matching, assumes that the transient (i.e., the template) for a specific fixture
or valve stays relatively constant between different trials. Our second classification approach, which uses an HMM, assumes
that there is some inherent variation in the transient (a more stochastic model). The argument for using one classifier over
the other is not perfectly clear. While manually operated valves can produce different transients (an argument for using an
HMM), the variation in shape is not necessarily drastic (an argument for using templates). In the same way, mechanically
operated valves can have highly stable transients (argument for using templates), but changes in static pressure can cause
slight variations in the magnitude and duration of the transient (argument for using an HMM). Note that for both approaches,
we rely solely on the pressure signal for input to our classifiers. Although incorporating contextual factors such as time of
day and fixture usage duration would likely boost classification accuracies, these factors are irrelevant in our dataset because
our data was collected under controlled experimental conditions.
6.3.1. Template-based classification
In this classifier, we associate valve open and valve close events with individual fixtures in a home using a template-based
classifier. When classifying an unknown event, we first filter potential templates according to four complementary distance
metrics.
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The first distance metric we use is a matched filter [47]. Very common in signal detection theory, the matched filter is
the optimal detection mechanism in the presence of additive white noise. Its primary limitation is that the signals we want
to differentiate are not orthogonal. It is possible to make the signals orthogonal (for example using the Karhunen Lueve
expansion), but we found this type of analysis to be unnecessary. Instead, we transform the data into more orthogonal
spaces.
Our second distance metric is a matched derivative filter. We include this because the derivatives of our events always
resemble exponentially decreasing sinusoids. It is therefore reasonable to believe the derivatives are more orthogonal than
the original pressure signals, and that this filter might provide value distinct from the above filter.
The third distance metric is based on the real Cepstrum, which is the inverse Fourier transform of the natural log of the
magnitude of an event’s Fourier transform. This approach attempts to approximate the original version of a signal that has
been run through an unknown filter (the valve event we are trying to classify has been transformed by propagation through
an unknown path in a home’s water pipes). It can be shown that, for linear systems, the lower coefficients of the Cepstrum
result largely from the transfer function (an event’s propagation through a home’s pipes) and the higher coefficients largely
from the source (the original impulse at the valve) [48]. We are interested primarily in the transfer function (in part because
it allows differentiating among multiple instances of identical fixtures in a home), so we truncate our Cepstrum to the lower
coefficients. The resulting space is highly orthogonalized (a common property of the Cepstrum), yielding a third effective
and complementary matched filter.
Finally, our fourth distance metric is the simple mean squared error, computed by truncating the longer of two events.
Similarity thresholds used to filter potential templates based on these distance metrics are learned from training data
(filtering templates whose similarity to the unknown event are less than the minimum within-class similarity in the training
data). If no template passes all four filters, the unknown event is not classified (an application might ignore the event, prompt
a person to label an unrecognized fixture, or consider the possibility that the new event indicates the presence of a leak).
If templates corresponding to multiple fixtures pass all filters, we choose among them using a nearest-neighbor classifier
defined by the best performing distance metric, the matched derivative filter.
6.3.2. HMM-based classification
Our HMM-based classification consists of three processing steps: (1) feature set calculation, (2) model training, and (3)
maximum likelihood classification.
For our feature set we chose to use a one second sliding window of Constant-Q weighted Cepstral Coefficients (CQCC).
For each window we transform the time series using a frequency-based constant-Q filter bank transform [49,50]. Each filter
in the transform has the exact same quality factor, Q = center frequency/bandwidth. This has the effect of logarithmically
increasing the bandwidth of the filters as the center frequency increases. There are 16 filters in the filter bank spanning the
frequencies of 0.1 to 20 Hz. The constant-Q filter bank transform results in 16 coefficients that are proportional to the energy
in each filter. Denoting the vector of constant-Q transform coefficients of the t th window as qt and the vector of CQCC’s as
st , the relationship is defined as:
st = DCT2 (ln |qt |)
where DCT2 denotes the type-II discrete cosine transform. We then advance the sliding window by 100 ms and repeat the
calculation. Thus our feature set is given by concatenating the CQCC’s for each window, S = s1 s2 . . . sn . In the HMM, S is an
observation matrix and each column of S contains the CQCC’s calculated for a different sliding window.
These features have the advantages of reducing dimensionality (there are only 16 coefficients from the filter bank) and
providing a space where it is appropriate to use Gaussian mixtures (i.e., the space has approximately diagonal covariance,
a common property of the DCT). Another compelling argument for using the constant-Q filter stems from the way that
resonances propagate in pipes. At higher frequencies, the bandwidth of the resonance becomes wider meaning that we
should sample the energies in the frequency domain non-linearly with increasing bandwidth at higher frequencies. The
constant-Q filter bank captures this aspect exactly. Furthermore, another argument for the use of Cepstra is that the electrical
analogy of the plumbing system is completely linear, indicating that transformations assuming linearity may also model the
non-linear hydrodynamics well. In sufficiently linear system, Cepstral coefficients tend to separate the excitation source
from the system transfer function, similar to the real Cepstrum used in the template-based matching approach. The transfer
function from the valve in use to our sensor provides great discriminative power, which is captured efficiently using CQCCs.
Once the CQCC features are calculated, we train a set of HMMs for each valve in the home.
The goal of training is to learn a set of models, V, for each valve from a set of observations, S, taken during multiple trials
of opening and closing the valve. If there are N valves in a home, we can train 2N HMMs, one for each opening and each
1
N
1
N
closing of the valves in a home, V = {Vopen
, Vclose
, . . . , Vopen
, Vclose
}. We chose to use a two state HMM with four diagonal
covariance Gaussian mixtures per state. This was chosen empirically based on our sparse training set. Any HMM with more
than four mixtures per state resulted in decreased accuracy.
It is interesting to look at why two states provide an adequate modeling of each transient. In a HMM, each state should
model a different stage (commonly called a mode) of the observation sequence, S. Each mode should carry separate, distinct
information about S. One way to view the modes of a valve transient is by looking at the resonances of the valve and how they
decay over time. Fig. 9 provides an intuition about why two states might be an appropriate model for the number of modes.
Most of the transients can be divided into two sections: (1) the initial high frequency excitation which dies out quickly (in
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Fig. 10. In a cross-validation test of the robustness of learned models across multiple homes, both classification methods enable identification of the
individual fixtures associated with valve open and valve close events with aggregate accuracy > 90%.

blue) and (2) the remaining low frequency excitation (where blue and black are almost perfectly overlaid). In our database,
we empirically see this phenomenon in many transients. However, some transients (like at the top of Fig. 9) only display
one prominent resonance (i.e., a single mode). With two states we can sufficiently model a transient with as many as two
modes.
For training, each state is initialized by dividing the transient into two equal time segments, and then, for each segment,
Gaussian mixtures are initialized using k-means clustering. Each HMM is trained according to expectation maximization [51]
provided by the Matlab HMM toolbox [52].
To classify unknown transients, we calculate the observation matrix, S, of the unknown transient and then compute the
log-likelihood of the observation given a set of HMMs in each home. The HMM with the largest log-likelihood, 
V, is classified
as producing the observations. For a home with a set of HMMs, V, this is given by:


V = arg max P (V |S).
V ∈V

6.4. Fixture classification evaluation
We evaluate valve-level classification and fixture-level classification using an experimental design selected to demonstrate
robustness of learned model parameters across the multiple homes in our collected data. Specifically, we conduct a crossvalidation experiment that folds our data according to the home in which it was collected.
For our template-based classifier, there are ten trials in the cross-validation, with each trial using data from one home as
the test data and data from the other nine homes as the training data. After learning model parameters from the test data
(the four similarity filter thresholds), we classify each event in the test home using a leave-one-out method. Each test home
event is classified using the other events as templates together with the model parameters learned in training.
For our HMM-based classifier, we perform a similar leave-one-out cross-validation within each home. Our database
consists of five open and five close transients for each valve in the home. We train five HMMs per valve; each trained in the
absence of one trial of the valve. Then, for each home and each transient in a home’s database, we remove the four HMM
models that use the test transient as training data, and then compute the log-likelihood of each of the remaining HMMs in
the home (one HMM for the correct valve, five HMMs per incorrect valve). The test HMM with the highest log-likelihood is
chosen as the best match.
Figs. 10 and 11 present the results of this evaluation for both classifiers. In particular, Fig. 11 shows the identification
percentages for classifying each valve in a home, whereas Fig. 10 shows identification percentages for classifying each fixture
in a home. The main advantage of valve-level identification is that hot and cold water usage can be disambiguated. A kitchen
faucet, for example, is a single fixture that has two valves, one for hot water and one for cold. Each figure shows the accuracy
of classification for open and close events within each home (and thus each test fold of the cross-validation), as well as the
aggregate accuracy of classification. Accuracies for H9 are shown for two different installation points of the sensor, hose bib
(H9A) and hot water heater (H9B). H1 and H3 are excluded from Fig. 11 because they contain the same number of fixtures
as valves. In these homes it was impossible to isolate the valve on each fixture because the style of sinks and showers was
such that both hot and cold were activated simultaneously.
Analysis of valve and fixture classification reveals that both classifiers perform similarly on H1–H8 and on H9A (>90% for
fixtures, >88% for valves). However, both methods perform poorly on H10 and on H9B. The relatively poor performance in
identifying valve-level events in H10 was due to noise from the eleven cabins that share the same supply line at the resort.
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Fig. 11. In a cross-validation across multiple homes, both classification methods enable identification of the individual valves associated with valve open
and valve close events with aggregate accuracy > 90%.

Because the cabin was not separately metered our sensor was picking up water events from a portion of these cabins during
data collection. When looking at fixture-level performance for H10, the classification accuracies increase markedly. This is an
indication that noise in a multi-unit domain (e.g., a duplex, small apartment building) may have more effect on valve-level
identification than fixture-level identification. We note that the valve-level results presented here for the template-based
classifier differ from Froehlich et al. [53], which presented similar results on the same database [53]. We report 75.7% and
43.8% accuracy whereas the previous reporting was 97.1 and 77.1 for H10. The reason for this is twofold: firstly, the learned
model parameters have changed in the cross-validation because a new home (H9B) was added. Secondly, Froehlich et al.
reported results for H10 at the fixture level, rather than valve level, a mistake which is remedied here. More work is needed
to disambiguate signals in a single-meter multi-unit domain, but these results indicate a single sensor may be sufficient to
sense fixture-level detail across more than one housing unit on a shared supply line, a somewhat different conclusion than
that presented by Froehlich et al.
The poor performance on H9B is largely due to the installation point (on the water heater). Although events are
transmitted through the water heater, many events are significantly dampened. This dampening suppresses some of the
defining characteristics of the transients, making them more similar to one another. It appears as though the matched filter
is slightly more robust to this dampening, but we cannot say with high confidence that the matched filter is statistically
better than the HMM.
To investigate performance further, it is interesting to look at how different valves are confused in each home. Fig. 12
presents a different view on the same data, showing the accuracy of valve-level classification for different types of fixtures
across homes. Also shown is the number of times a valve is confused according to three categories: (1) the valve is confused
for a fixture of the same type, (2) the valve is confused for the hot or cold valve from the same fixture, or (3) the valve is
confused for a different type of fixture altogether. In both classifiers, notice that similar appliances are rarely confused for
one another (e.g., two different sinks or two different toilets). Instead, the source of confusion comes from the proximity of
two valves in a home. For instance, the main source of confusion in the figure comes from a sink and shower in H9B that
are consistently confused with each other. The valves are positioned extremely close to each other and within 10 ft. of the
water heater. The valves already have similar characteristics because of their proximity, and the water heater acts like a
large low-pass filter, dampening out most of the characteristics that make the pressure waves identifiable. Other sources
of confusion in the figure are largely due to classification errors in H10. However, there is no pattern to valve confusion in
H10, supporting the notion of noise from other cabins being the main culprit.
Fig. 13 shows the accuracy for classification of hot water valves and cold water valves separately. Again, H1 and H3 are
excluded because fixtures always contain a mixture of hot and cold water. Again, the template classifier and HMM perform
similarly. No real pattern presents itself from the data. Both hot and cold valves can be classified with similar accuracy.
Despite these similarities, we remind the reader that our experimental data collection did not control for the speed at which
manually controlled valves were opened, or when multiple valves are running in the household. More examination is needed
to investigate whether the HMM could be important for classifying in the presence of these factors.
Our overall valve-level and fixture-level classification across all homes is above 90%, including a number of cases where
classification accuracy is 100%. All of these results are equal to or better than prior results by Fogarty et al. with microphonebased sensors [1]. Of particular note is our ability to reliably distinguish among different sinks within a home, as Fogarty et al.
found that their microphone-based sensors did not capture enough information to reliably make this distinction. Our dataset
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Fig. 12. A different view of the results, showing accuracy of identification of individual valves by fixture type, and confusability of different fixtures.

Fig. 13. A different view of valve-level classification separated for hot and cold valves in a home.

contains only a few instances of clothes washer or dishwater use, in part due to time constraints during data collection and
in part because Fogarty et al. found these fixtures can be easily recognized by their structured cycles of water usage (an
approach that can be combined with ours). However, we note that our approach is independent of the number of fill cycles
(important if a dishwasher is sometimes run with a pre-rinse cycle) and allows recognition as soon as these appliances first
use water (in contrast to being able to recognize them only after their pattern of fill cycles becomes apparent).
6.5. Analysis of flow estimation
As previously discussed, the volumetric flow rate Q is proportional to the change in pressure ∆P divided by a resistance
variable Rf (Q = ∆P /Rf ). We calculate the change in pressure ∆P by measuring the difference between the pressure at
the onset of a detected valve open event and the stabilized pressure at the end of the segmented valve open pressure wave
impulse. The resistance variable Rf cannot be directly measured, so we instead learn it empirically by capturing ground
truth flow rate information together with the corresponding change in pressure for each valve. This section considers two
scenarios with regard to learning Rf . In the first, we assume a single calibration of flow for every valve of interest. In the
second, we attempt to use information from the calibration of some valves to estimate Rf at valves that have not been
calibrated. In both scenarios, we assume laminar fluid flow.
6.5.1. Individually calibrated valves
It is not unreasonable to imagine that the process of installing a system like HydroSense might include a single calibration
of each fixture in a home. In such a scenario, each valve in the home would be labeled with a known Rf value which could
be combined with the sensed pressure change ∆P to estimate water flow at those valves.
We examined the accuracy of the flow estimation that might be obtained in this scenario using a cross-validation
experiment to analyze the five calibrated bucket trials collected for each of the faucet and shower fixtures in H1, H4, H5, and
H7 (as previously discussed in our in-home data collection section). Each trial in the cross-validation used a single calibrated
bucket trial to infer a resistance variable Rf for the valve. The inferred value of Rf was then used to estimate flow in the other
four trials according to the measured change in pressure ∆P. We then noted the difference between these estimated flow
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Fig. 14. In homes H1, H4, and H5, our system is able to estimate flow at individual fixtures throughout the home with error rates comparable to that
found in empirical studies of traditional utility-supplied water meters. In H7, placing the sensor on a hot water heater appears to result in a confounding
of supply water main pressure with gravitational pressure due to the water in the tank.

Fig. 15. Because valves share a fair amount of spatial overlap in the length and overall layout of their piping, it is possible to learn to generalize calibrations
across valves.

rates (based on the inferred Rf ) and their corresponding actual flow rates (obtained through the calibrated bucket trials).
The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 14.
Three of four houses tested (H1, H4, H5) have error rates below 8% (or approximately 0.16 gpm**), comparable to 10%
error rates found in empirical studies of traditional utility-supplied water meters [54]. The fourth house (H7), however, had
an error rate above 20%. We believe this is due to the installation location of the sensor. Whereas the first three homes had
HydroSense installed on an exterior water bib, H7’s installation used the hot water heater drain valve. This results in two
confounding pressure sources (the supply water main and the gravitational pressure of the water in the tank). As previously
discussed, our simple pressure model currently assumes a straight pipe. It is likely this situation requires a different model
of Rf , and it seems that cold water valves in H7 were particularly affected. Indeed, removing H7’s four cold water valves from
our analysis results in an dramatically improved average error of 0.15 gpm (SD = 0.18), or 4.5% (SD = 3.8%). Because our
dataset includes only one home with both hot water heater installation and flow rate information, future work is needed to
investigate the feasibility of measuring cold water flow using a sensor installed at the hot water heater drain.
6.5.2. Generalizing to uncalibrated valves
In a scenario where only some of the valves in a home have been calibrated, it is reasonable to attempt to build a model
of fluid resistance for the entire home from that subset of valves. The key idea here is that, although the pathway to each
valve in the home is unique, those paths also share a fair amount of spatial overlap in the length and overall layout of the
piping. For example, the toilet and sink in a particular bathroom share the same branch.
To examine this approach, we separated our calibrated bucket trials data into two datasets: a model and a test. The model
was initially populated by a single randomly selected trial which was then used to infer a baseline Rf value. We applied this
Rf value to calculate a flow estimate for each trial in the test dataset, comparing each to the corresponding actual flow. We
next added a second random trial to the model (and removed it from the test dataset), then used the model to create a linear
regression (Q = Rf ∗ ∆P + b). This regression was used to calculate flow estimates for the remaining trials in the test set. This
process was repeated until all trials had been sampled. To avoid a particularly fortunate or unfortunate random sampling,
we repeated this process five times for each home and averaged the results. Fig. 15 presents the results (note we exclude
the cold water valves from H7, consistent with our prior analysis).
After sampling five trials, the average error dropped 74% to 0.27 gpm across the four homes and within 0.11 gpm of the
more comprehensive Rf data from the previous analysis. This initial result indicates considerable potential for learning to
generalize calibrations across valves in a home.
7. Discussion
The initial results presented in this paper show significant promise for single-point sensing of whole-home water activity
via continuous monitoring of water pressure. We have presented a reliable method for segmenting valve pressure events
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Fig. 16. Our existing event segmentation correctly identifies and segments overlapping events (shown here for overlapping shower, toilet, and faucet valve
open events), and classification of such compound events is an important direction for future work. Prior work was unable to even identify the occurrence
of compound events.

from their surrounding sensor stream and for determining whether a segmented event corresponds to a valve being opened
or closed. Using data collected in ten homes, we have shown >90% aggregate accuracy for identifying the specific fixture
and valve associated with a transient using two very different classification methods, template-based and HMM-based.
Analyzing flow data collected in four of those homes, we have shown that an appropriately located and calibrated system
can estimate water usage with error rates comparable to empirical studies of traditional utility-supplied water meters. Our
ability to identify activity at individual fixtures using a single sensor is itself an important advance, and we are not aware
of prior work even attempting single sensor estimation of the amount of water being used at individual valves throughout
a home. A particular contribution of HydroSense over other methods (like flow-trace analysis) is the ability to disaggregate
hot and cold water events in a home. Previously, this type of disaggregation required the use of two water meters, one
connected to the water supply line into the home and another connected from the supply line of the water heater.
Although our analysis focused on identifying valve events occurring in isolation, it is clearly important to consider
the case where multiple events overlap, especially for multi-family homes and apartment units with shared plumbing
systems (see Fig. 16). In Fogarty et al.’s prior work with microphone-based sensing, they note an inability to even detect
this situation [1]. As an initial investigation, we collected six compound events in H1 (two each of shower/sink, toilet/sink,
and shower/toilet/sink overlaps). Our event segmentation algorithm correctly segments these overlapping events (ending
the ongoing event when it detects a rapid increase in the magnitude of fluctuation corresponding to the beginning of another
event). Preliminary experiments suggest that the magnitude and shape of the events is indeed altered by the overlap.
Some aspects of the frequency domain signature remain constant (i.e., high energy harmonics) but we do not have enough
compound event data to convincingly evaluate the effectiveness of a classification procedure. Furthermore, events that occur
at the exact same instant cannot be distinguished as separate events with our current segmentation algorithm. In any case,
classification of compound events is a highly important direction for building upon our current results. Bathroom activity,
for example, is dominated by the usage of multiple fixtures.
An additional limitation relates to how closely our controlled experiments represent naturalistic usage of fixtures
(e.g., how often do people partially open valves versus open them full stop, how is the signal affected by the
speed of valve opening or closure). These concerns primarily involve fixtures with manually controlled valves
(e.g., bathtubs/showers/faucets) rather than mechanically controlled valves (e.g., dishwashers/toilets/laundry machines).
For mechanically controlled valves, the transient is determined based on fixture type (e.g., dishwasher versus laundry
machine) and on its location in the home. For manually controlled valves, the way in which the valve is opened or closed
is also a factor (e.g., the speed with which the valve is opened, how much the valve is opened). Our test dataset contains
both mechanically and manually operated valves, but our data collection did not explicitly control for different usages of the
manually operated valves. Thus, our classification analysis is a first step towards determining the viability of using water
pressure waves to classify valves and fixtures in the home.
To address the above limitations, we have begun longitudinal deployments in multiple households collecting labeled,
naturalistic water usage data to investigate these issues further. In addition, these studies should help to highlight
advantages of different classification approaches. A more stochastic classifier, like the HMM presented here, may be more
robust to classifying partial turn fixtures under naturalistic conditions. Furthermore, note that the contextual behaviors of
water usage are important. Factors such as the time of day (e.g., showers are more likely in the mornings [31]), the duration
of usage (e.g., toilet refills last between 30–60 s depending on the home’s water pressure), and temporally cyclic behaviors
(e.g., dishwashers and laundry machines use repeated cycles that make identification easier) provide a rich knowledge about
water usage and the context of human activity surrounding water usage. To this end, we have begun work using a graphical
modeling approach that allows for inclusion of such contextual variables.
We have found that reliable estimation of flow is sensitive to calibration, and we have noted that our segmentation and
identification algorithms include threshold parameters that worked well in the homes we studied but are not necessarily
ideal. We are interested in developing techniques for automatically calibrating our methods over the course of extended
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usage. For example, flow estimation could potentially be automatically calibrated through occasional knowledge of wholehome aggregate water usage. Continuing deployments of wireless utility meters make this an increasingly viable approach.
We also have initial evidence that system behavior is stable over time, based on a second dataset collected in H1 five
weeks after our original collection. We applied our fixture classification methods to this dataset using templates from the
opposite dataset (classifying unknown events using templates collected 5 weeks apart), finding no degradation in fixture
identification performance. Another argument for stability comes from preliminary analysis of our longitudinal dataset
(currently being collected). It shows that static water pressure and outside temperature largely do not affect generated
water transients. This preliminary analysis suggests system behavior might be stable enough to apply a variety of machine
learning methods for auto-calibration.
Our in-home data collection included installations at several different types of fixtures (hose bibs, utility sink faucets,
water heater drain valves) with generally good results except in houses H9B and H10. There are many examples in Fig. 10
where our current approach differed in its ability to identify the fixture associated with valve open and close events. To
help increase the accuracies in H9B and H10, a possible approach is to look at both open and close events together before
classification. Because events obviously come in a series of opening and closing, it seems natural to pursue an approach that
classifies pairs of open/close transients rather than individual transients. To investigate the implications of this pairing in
H9B and H10, we looked at the number of times a valve open and valve close event is classified incorrectly in the same stream
using the HMM classifier (an upper bound on how pairing might perform). Pairing before classification of valve-level events
could increased accuracies in H9B to 83% (from 63%) and could increase accuracies in H10 to 81% (from 57%). Many other factors could be used to increase identification and flow rate accuracies. For example, we currently estimate flow independent
of fixture identification, but the two are clearly related and an improved method could consider them simultaneously.
8. Conclusion
We have presented a new approach to single-point infrastructure-mediated sensing of whole-home water activity. Our
initial results for two different classification methodologies both validate the effectiveness of our approach and provide a
basis for future analyses and improvements. The infrastructure-mediated sensing strategy shows significant promise as a
practical, low-cost, and unobtrusive approach to the broad deployment of sensing-based ubiquitous computing applications
in activity inference and real-time resource monitoring. In particular, our approach validates how a single sensor can be used
for disaggregated hot and cold water usage, enabling broader and more in-depth studies of the end use of water.
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